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EDITORIAL COMMENT

Focal Sources
Another Potentially Important Target
for Persistent Atrial Fibrillation?*
Gregory F. Michaud, MD, Sharon Shen, MD

A

trial ﬁbrillation (AF) remains one of the most

without continuous electrical activity (CEA) using a

prevalent

subset of patients from the SELECT AF (Selective

cardiovascular

diseases

world-

wide, affecting more than 33 million persons

complex fractionated atrial electrograms targeting for

with associated rising health care costs totaling $26

atrial ﬁbrillation study) (10). The SELECT AF trial was

billion in the United States alone (1,2). Although

a randomized comparison of patients with persistent

data favor catheter ablation over antiarrhythmic

and high-burden paroxysmal AF who, in addition to

drug therapy in terms of quality of life and AF-free

pulmonary vein isolation, underwent standard CFAE

survival (3,4), the long-term single procedural suc-

ablation versus CFAE ablation limited to areas with

cess with catheter ablation in persistent AF is at

CEA. Brieﬂy, the authors identiﬁed periodicity in

best w40% (5,6). Despite promising single-center ex-

bipolar left atrial electrograms using ofﬂine software

periences, randomized studies have shown that

and deﬁned focal sources as periodic electrograms

adjunctive ablation strategies such as targeting com-

with a QS unipolar morphology. Using this method-

plex fractionated atrial electrograms (CFAEs) or seg-

ology, the authors found a total of 77 focal sources in

mentation of the left atrium with lines of block do

51 patients (median of 1 per patient), which were

not

procedure

more commonly on the border zone of CFAEs (49%)

arrhythmia-free survival (7,8). Many other strategies

than CEAs (7.8%). Of note, most of the focal sources

are under investigation, but results of randomized

localized to the pulmonary vein ostium/antrum

controlled trials are not available.

(48%). Because focal sources were more likely to be

improve

single

or

multiple

SEE PAGE 1220

on the border zone of CFAEs than inside them, the
authors conclude that CFAEs play a passive role in AF

In that context, this well-written study by Koch-

perpetuation and focal sources are often left unab-

häuser et al. (9) in this issue of JACC: Clinical

lated during ablation targeting CFAEs. The described

Electrophysiology, explores the idea of identifying

spatial relationship between focal sources and CFAEs

and ablating focal sources of AF and characterizes

in this study, although thought-provoking, does not

their spatial relationship to areas of CFAE with and

provide clear evidence for a mechanistic relationship.
To determine the relative importance of such focal
sources in persistent AF, the authors assessed the
association of coincidental focal source ablation and
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AF recurrence and found that the median number of
focal sources was not signiﬁcantly different between
patients with and without AF recurrence; however,
the median number of unablated focal sources was
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signiﬁcantly higher among patients with AF recur-
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rence. Patients most frequently had a single focal
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mechanism in most patients with AF. In their uni-

priate. For more information, visit the JACC: Clinical Electrophysiology

variate analysis, CEA ablation approach and number

author instructions page.

of unablated focal sources were associated with
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higher AF recurrence; however, in multivariable

The potentially transient nature of focal sources is

analysis, CEA approach remained the only signiﬁcant

not addressed in this study. Because regions with

predictor. Because this was a nonrandomized study

focal sources may ﬁre for a time and then become

and the targeted sites for ablation were not specif-

passively activated, a 2.5-s recording sample may not

ically focal sources, we have learned from similar

be sufﬁcient to identify all sources. Similarly, map-

study designs that it is a mistake to draw any con-

ping was performed with a bipolar ablation catheter

clusions concerning cause and effect.
This study points out the potential importance
of focal sources in the perpetuation of AF, but con-

electrode, which does not afford the same ﬁdelity as
recording from a multipolar catheter with a smaller
electrode (3.5 vs. 1 mm).

clusions on the mechanistic importance are limited by

As with other good studies that generate a hy-

how focal sources were identiﬁed. The presence of

pothesis, focal source ablation will need to be

focal sources in persistent AF itself is controversial.

assessed in future randomized controlled trials. Until

Some sources dispute the presence of focal sources

we have a clear understanding of the mechanism(s) of

during ongoing AF (11), whereas others support focal

persistent AF and how to identify the critical sub-

sources (12). Although there is a rationale for the

strate, we will continue to squeeze the left atrial

methodology used to identify focal sources (13), this

electrogram in the hope of ﬁnding a drop of

has not been validated sufﬁciently to determine the

understanding.

sensitivity and speciﬁcity, let alone spatial accuracy.
Additionally, the deﬁnition of QS used in this article
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